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Abst rac t .  A new type of range image segmentation method is intro- 
duced. The image segmentation is based on a recursive adaptive re- 
gression model prediction for detecting range image step discontinuities 
which are present at object face borders. Border pixels are detected 
in two perpendicular directions and detection results are combined to- 
gether. Two predictors in each direction use identical contextual infor- 
mation from the pixel's neighbourhood and they mutually compete for 
the most optimal discontinuity detection. The method suggested can be 
successfully applied also to other image segmentation applications, e.g. 
panchromatic or multispectral image data, etc. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Segmentation is a fundamental process affecting the overall performance of a ma- 
chine vision system. Range image segmentation is a crucial part  of autonomous 
navigation systems and as such it has been an active research area for past fifteen 
years. Segmentation of a range image should partion this image into meaning- 
ful patches representing single objects faces, but the task is complicated with 
outliers resulting from a sensing operation and corrupting boundary between 
distinct shapes. Optimal segmentation algorithm should be stable, accurate and 
numerically efficient. 

There are many segmentation Mgorithms published in computer vision liter- 
ature and a number of good survey articles [1],[10] is available. However their 
mutual  comparison is very difficult because of lack of sound experimental eval- 
uation results. A rare exception is results published in [7] together with ex- 
perinaental data  available on their Internet server. These data  and results are 
used also for our Mgorithm evaluation. The common approaches to solve the 
range image segmentation problem are region growing based algorithms [7],[2] 
where single regions are formed by iteratively growing from seed regions, split- 
and-merge, clustering (e.g. clustering in a fitted planes parameter space [4]), 
and edge based techniques [12]. Region growing and split-and-merge algorithms 
present the problem that  they have to deal with different threshold values that  
are difficult to obtain (see [7]) and depend on an application. Clustering algo- 
rithms suffer usually less influence from this kind of problem, although other 
problems exist. Current segmentation algorithms most often miss small regions 
and perform poorly when the required region precision is high. Experiments in 
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[7] indicate that  missed and false detected regions occur more frequently than 
over or under segmentation. 

The present paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, a proposed method 
general concept under a Bayesian framework is introduced. Section 3 completes 
the algorithm with a locally optimal model selection rule design. Section 4 deals 
with numerical realisation problems while Section 5 contains evaluation results 
obtained on range data  test set [7]. 

2 T h e  A d a p t i v e  R e g r e s s i o n  M o d e l  

The regression method uses high spatial correlation (and spectral in the case 
of multispectral segmentation applications) between neighbours of a predicted 
pixel. We assume the mono-spectral line to be modelled as: 

Yf = PT z i  + Zt (1) 

where pT = [ a l , . . . ,  a~] is the 1 × fl unknown parameter vector fl = cardI{ . 
We denote the f l x  1 data  vector 

= : v i  e r ( 2 )  

with a multi-index { = (m, n, d) ; Yt is a predicted mono-spectral pixel value, 
m is the row number, n the column number, d(d > 1) denotes the number of 
spectral bands, E i is the white noise component. I t is some neighbour index 
shift set. 

Note that  although the model predicts a mono-spectral pixel component, 
the model can use information from all other spectral bands in the case of a 
multi-spectral image (d k 1) as well. For range images d = t. 

Let us denote another multiindex t = (m, n, d) and choose a direction of 
movement on the image plane e.g. t - 1 = (m, n - 1, d), t - 2 = (m, n - 2, d), . . . .  
The white noise component E~ has zero mean and constant but unknown disper- 
sion (2. We assume that  the probability density of Et has a normal distribution 
independent of previous data and is the same for every time t. The task con- 
sists in finding the conditional prediction density P(Yt [y(t-1)) given the known 
process history y(t-1) = {y, z l ,y~_2, . . . , y1 ,z~ ,z~_l ,  . . . ,Z1}  and taking its 
conditional mean estimation Y for the predicted data. If a prediction error is 
greater than an adaptive threshold the algorithm assumes an object face edge 
pixel. We have chosen the conditional mean estimator for data  prediction, be- 
cause of its optimal properties ([3]): 

= E[V, 

Assuming normality of the white noise component E~, conditional indepen- 
dence between pixels and an a priori probability density for the unknown model 
parameters chosen in the form (this normal form of a priori probability results 
in analytically manageable form of a posteriori probability density) 
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1 1 T } p(P,.(2-'lY(°)) : (27r) -z-~2° ,121 -~2-z~ exp --~tr{.Q- (-p') 17o ( ~ p I ) }  , 

(4) 
where 170 is a positive definite (/3 + 1) * (/3 + 1) matr ix and 7(0) > d , we 
have shown ([5]) that the conditional mean value is: 

g t  = / ) T - 1 z t  • 

The following notation is used in (4) and (5): 

(5) 

/ ~ t - I  = E~ t_ l )Yzy ( t - 1 )  , (6) 

~ - 1  = ~ - 1  + V0 , (7) 

v.._,) %(,_,)] (8) 
= l)~v(t-1) V,~(t-3) / 

: + x , _ , w , ( ,  

It is easy to check (see [5]) also the validity of recursive (9). We assume 
slowly changing parameters, consequently these equations were modified using 
a constant exponential "forgetting factor" a to allow parameter adaptation. 

/Or = ]:It--1 -F (~2 -F z T ~ p t _ l ) Z t ) - l t / - 1  ,7 f v  ^T T 
z z ( t _ l ) Z ~ t l l t  - -  Pi_lZt) 

If the prediction error is larger than the adaptive threshold 

(9) 

25£ 
i----1 

then the pixel t is classified as an object edge pixel. The adaptive threshold is 
proportional to the local mean prediction error estimation. 

3 L o c a l l y  O p t i m a l  M o d e l  S e l e c t i o n  

Let us assume two regression models (1) M1 and M2 with the same num- 
ber of unknown parameters (/31 =/32 = /3)  and an identical neighbour index 
shift sets I i they differ only in their forgetting factors cq > as. The model 
M1, ch ~ 1 represents homogeneous image areas while the second model better 
represents new information coming from crossing some face borders because it 
allows quicker adaptation to this new information. According to the Bayesian 
theory, the optimal decision rule for minimizing the average probability of de- 
cision error chooses the maximum a posteriori probability model, i.e. a model 
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whose conditional probability given the past data is the highest one. Predictors 
used in the presented algorithm can be therefore completed as in (11): 

AT Z f Pl,t-l t if p(MllY(t-i)) > p(M~lY (t-i)) 
= [ P2T, t_iZ, otherwise 

(11.) 

where Zt is a data vector identical to both models. Following the Bayesian 
framework used in our paper and choosing uniform a priori model in the ab- 
sence of contrary information, p(MiIY(t- t)) ~, p(y(t- 1)IM i), the simultaneous 
conditional probability density can be evaluated from 

p(Y(t-1)[Mi) : / / p ( Y ( t - 1 ) [ P ,  tg-1)p(P, 9-tlMi)dPdf2-1 (12) 

Under the already assumed conditional pixel independence, the analytical solu- 
tion has the form 

p(Mi ly ( t_ t ) )=kF  7 ( t - 1  - f l + 2  iVi,zz(t_l)l_ ½ ii,t_l , (13) 

where k is a common constant. All statistics related to a model M1 (7)-(9), (13) 
are computed using the exponential forgetting constant a l  while symmetrical 
statistics of the model M2 are computed using the second constant a2. The 
solution of (13) uses the following notations: 

7(t) = a~7(t - 1) + 1 , (14) 

)~t-1 : g y y ( t - 1 )  - g z T y ( t - 1 ) E z ~ t _ l )  g z y ( t - 1 )  • (15) 
The determinant IVzz(t)l as well as I t  can be evaluated recursively ([5]): 

IV~(,)l -- [½4t-1)[ ~ z  (1 ~-' z T v  - ~ ,  z~(t_nZt) , (16) 

zTv -I Z ~-I~ 2 (i + (Yt - pT Z ~TI-I (Yt - [gT_Izt)(a~ + , zz(t-1) t) ] It : It-1 ai t-t  t) t-1 
(17) 

4 N u m e r i c a l  R e a l i z a t i o n  

The predictors in (11) can be evaluated using updating of matrices Vtt (7) and 
their following inversion. Another possibility is the direct updating of [~i,t (9). 
To ensure the numerical stability of the solution, it is advantageous to cMculate 
/hi,t (9) using a square-root filter, which guarantees the positivity of matrix (7). 
The filter updates directly the Cholesky square root of matrices V/~ 1 . 

Alternatively it is possible to use the UDU filter (a faetorization into two 
triangular and one diagonal matrices) for this purpose. Initialisation of recursive 
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Fig. 1. ABW test image and intensity image 7~0. 

(9) and (17) must keep the condition of positive definiteness of matrices ld,0 
(4). We implemented in our algorithm the uniform a priori start !/),0 = I . 
This solution not only conforms with the initial lack of information at the start 
of algorithm, but also simplifies the calculation of the integral (12). Another 
possibility could be for example a local condition start, which ensures a quicker 
adaptation . 

5 R e s u l t s  

In this section we present segmentation results of the proposed method and 
compare them with methods surveyed in [7]. Our goal was to properly detect 
single object face borders, while the performance evaluation in [7] is based on 
region comparison. Thus we were forced to use different performance criteria and 
to apply them also on test images, ground truth, and segmentation results from 
[7] to objectively compare the proposed segmentation algorithm performance 
with the state of art in the range image segmentation field. A version of our 
algorithm complemented with a region growing step to produce single object 
faces will be reported elsewhere. The performance of the methods is compared 
on two types real range images-  the laser range finder and structured light 
scanner images. Objects present on these images are restricted to the objects 
with planar surfaces. The reason for this were difficulties of direct comparison 
of segmented curved surface patches. The first 512 × 512 test image shown on 
Fig. 1 was acquired from an ABW structured light scanner [11] and contains five 
polyhedral objects placed in a variety of angles and with different interobject 
spacing. Single objects have from 10 to 16 faces. The second test image (Fig. 
2) with four more complex polyhedral objects (16 to 20 faces) was acquired 
from a Perceptron laser range finder [9]. The ABW range camera recovers depth 
from triangulation using structured light while the Perceptron computes the 
phase shift between an outgoing laser beam and its returned signal. Structured 
light scanner images have some shadow areas, where the sensor cannot make a 
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Fig. 2. Perceptron test image and intensity image #26. 

range measurement. Laser images on the other hand are more noisy than the 
ABW data and their segmentation results are reported in [7] to be worse in all 
performance metrics used. 
Ground truth for both images were hand made by a human operator outlining 
the boundary of each apparent surface patch in each image and subsequently 
corrected by another human operator. We took over these sets for our results 
evaluation too. Comparison of range image segmentations to the ground truth 
is done using the criteria of probability of finding a correct border pixel 

Pc - card{T  n ~ }  Pw = card{7  n (Z - ~)} 
card{F} ' card{Z} 

and a probability of wrong border pixel detection where G, T ,Z  are the ground 
truth set, the segmentation result set, and the set of all image pixels, respectively. 
Pixels corresponding to the contextual support set I i are denoted • and 
the predicted pixel o , respectively. The segmentation results of both examples 
(ABW # 0, Perceptron # 26) are shown in Fig.3. The optimal regression models 
Mi for t h e A B W i m a g e ~  0were found to be: Mi . o * The second 
tested image (Perceptron # 26) optimal support set was found: Mi , o 

Performance metrics used to compare segmentation algorithms in [7] were 
based on comparison of segmented regions. Our algorithm (A) is based on border 
detection between regions hence the comparison was made on region borders 
extracted from result images obtained using segmentation methods USF [2], 
WSU [6], UB [8], and UE [7]. Results in Table 1. show good performance of our 
method in comparison with previously published range segmenters, while being 
much faster than all these methods. Although we could not directly compare 
processing times of all evaluated methods because average processing times in 
[7] were measured on different platforms, we can estimate our processing time 
to be comparable to the quickest method UB and two orders of magnitude lower 
than the slowest method USF. The presented method clearly outperforms the 
tested methods in the overall number of wrongly detected border pixels, but in 
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Fig. 3. ABW segmentation and Perceptron segmentation results. 

Table 1. Segmentation performance criteria 

ABW # 0 Perceptron # 26 
method Pc P~ P~ P~ 
USF 0.69 0.02 0.69 0.07 
WSU 0.68 0.009 
UB 0.77 0.009 0.63 0.02 
UE 0.86 0.011 0.62 0.02 
A 0.640.004 0.52 0.002 

the same time misses some correct border pixels. Missing pixels are usually from 
inner object border faces. Visual cornparion of results demonstrates superior 
quality of detected borders using our algorithm. Detected borders are clean and 
accurately located. Compared segmenters generally produce worse quality face 
borders (double edges, noisy borders, wrong face overlapping, etc.). 

6 C o n c l u s i o n  

We proposed the novel efficient and robust method based on a range profile 
prediction modelling. A range profile is modelled using an adaptive regression 
model. The adaptive predictor uses spatial correlation from neighbouring data 
what results in improved robustness of the algorithm over rigid schemes, which 
are affected with outliers often present at the boundary of distinct shapes. The 
proposed algorithm is recursive and therefore numerically effective. A parallel 
implementation of the algorithm is straightforward, every image row and column 
can be processed independently by its dedicated processor. The numerical sta- 
bility is guaranteed using the Cholesky faetorization of data gathering matrices. 
Usual handicap of segmentation methods is their lot of application dependent 
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parameters to be experimentally estimated. Some methods need nearly a dozen 
adjustable parameters. Our method on the other hand requires only a contextual 
neighbourhood selection, which can be done using Bayesian statistics of section 
three. The algorithm performance is demonstrated on the set of test range images 
used for evaluation of some other range image segmentation methods in liter- 
ature [7]. Our Mgorithm demonstrates encouraging segmentation quality while 
being of an order of magnitude faster than these techniques. 

The test results of the algorithm are encouraging. The proposed method 
was always able to find M1 objects present in all our experimentM scenes with 
excellent border localization precision. Detected borders can guide a subsequent 
image region recognition step. 

The proposed method is fully adaptive, numerically robust and still with 
moderate computation complexity so it can be used in an on-line virtual reality 
acquisition system, robot navigation system or some other image acquisition 
systems. 
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